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WASHINGTON — NASA will award nearly $2.4 million to 
universities as part of the Artemis Student Challenges, a 
bold new initiative to inspire the next generation – the 
Artemis Generation. The six universities receiving awards 
will use the grants to advance the quality, relevance and 
overall reach of opportunities to engage students as 
NASA takes the first step in the next era of exploration.

Each of these opportunities will build foundational 
knowledge and introduce students to topics and 
technologies critical to the success of the agency’s 
Artemis program, which will land the first woman 
and next man on the Moon by 2024 using innovative 
technologies to explore more of the lunar surface than 
ever before. Through the Artemis Student Challenges 
students will test and strengthen their skills for future 
mission planning and crewed space missions to other 
worlds. Learn more online via bdpatoday.org.  bt

— Source and photos:  NASA

Fighting Coronavirus Scams: FTC taking stock
WASHINGTON — Since the beginning of the COVID-19 
crisis, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has released 
dozens of warning letters against people trying to make 
an illegal buck off the Coronavirus. More than a month 
in, it seems like a good time to look back at what’s 
happened. If one follows their blog, it is easy to know 
these have been very busy weeks – with advice about 
spotting the many scams we are  all facing, news of 
the warning letters sent on a wide range of scams, and 
some enforcement actions filed.

One might wonder: why just send letters? Why not just 
sue these people? Fair question. But the letters are 
working. And, given the scope of the scams out there 
right now, FTC wants to get the best and fastest results 
they can with the most efficient tool they have. Right 
now, for these Coronavirus-related issues, warning 
letters from FTC are working.

Learn more via FTC.gov and  bdpatoday.org.  bt
— Source:  FTC
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BDPA, formerly known as Black Data Processing 
Associates, was established in 1975 and founded in 
Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania   to promote professional growth 
and technical development to those in or entering information 
and communications technology (ICT) career fields and related 
industries.  

Now in its 45th year (Volume XLV) National BDPA (NBDPA) 
and participating local BDPA Chapters publish daily and weekly 
blogs with quarterly or monthly newsletters. 

bdpatoday (ISSN 1946-1429) is a periodical published monthly 
and weekly by participating local BDPA Chapters of National 
BDPA (NBDPA) within their respective media markets by local 
BDPA Chapter Communications Committees. 

For bdpatoday or web banner advertising rates, publication 
schedules, and online calendars with Industry events, 
contact regional offices or local BDPA Chapters by visiting
bdpa.org or bdpatoday.com. 

bdpatoday (ISSN 1946-1429)  is published by 
participating Local Chapters of National 
BDPA (NBDPA) with their respective chapter 
Communications Committees and mailed to 
BDPA members, BDPA corporate sponsors or 
electronically delivered to local BDPA Chapters 
and Chapter Interest Groups (CIGs)  via email or 
social media channels as a benefit of membership. 
Popular Technology TV (PTTV) is produced by 
bdpatoday with technology industry mission 
partners.

First Class and Periodicals postage paid at 
Washington, D.C. and additional regional mailing 
offices.   

Cover photos  NASA  and FTC.  Unless otherwise 
noted by attributed credits or copyrights, 
photographs, art and graphics herein are © 
National BDPA, © BDPADC, © bdpatoday, © PTTV, 
or © GettyImages.

Chapter publications, such 
as bdpatoday, are available 
for online publishing of 
ICT industry, chapter 
news, and community IT, 
Cyber, and STEM events. 
Forward advertisements, 
articles, calendar of events, 
or images with captions 
and credits to: info@
bdpatoday.org.  Readers 
may use National BDPA’s 
landing page, BDPA.org, to 
review local events or visit
w w w . b d p a t o d a y . c o m .
Advertisements, articles, 
announcements, OP-EDs, 
tweets, re-tweets, or 
following National BDPA 
on social media does not 
constitute an endorsement. 
Contributor opinions are not 
necessarily those of National 
BDPA, local BDPA Chapters, 
nor bdpatoday. 
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